Multimodal data-driven approach has emerged as an important driving force for smart healthcare systems with applications ranging from disease analysis to triage, diagnosis and treatment. Smart healthcare system necessitates new demands for data management and decision-making, which has inspired the rapid development of medical services using artificial intelligence and new transformations in the healthcare industry. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey of existing techniques which include not only state-of-the-art methods but also the most recent trends in the field. In particular, this review focuses on the types of decision-making processes used in smart healthcare systems. Firstly, approaches that utilize multimodal association mining with fine-grained data semantics in smart healthcare systems are introduced. We review the smart healthcare-oriented semantic perception, semantic alignment, entity association mining, and discuss the pros and cons of these approaches. Secondly, we discuss approaches for multimodal data fusion and cross-border association that have been employed in developing smart healthcare systems. Finally, we focus specifically on the use of the panoramic decision framework, interactive decision making, and intelligent decision support systems. We introduce how smart healthcare systems can be applied to and benefit a wide variety of fields, including knowledge discovery and privacy protection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aging population has become a global issue which changed the epidemiological spectrum [1] .The population of seniors aged over 65 years has exceeded 150 million and the population of patients with various chronic diseases has exceeded 400 million, which has increased the societal need for safe and high-quality medical and healthcare services [2] . A diagnosis and treatment model supported by a single in-hospital data source cannot cope with the challenges associated with the rapidly aging population and the management of widespread chronic diseases [3] , [4] .
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Traditional computer-aided medical expert systems can assist in decision-making by employing feature-level fusion or rulebased reasoning. The system performance can be significantly affected by decision rules that are usually subjectively determined by experts in the field and cannot be dynamically updated. Therefore, the performance of traditional computeraided medical expert systems are often unsatisfactory with the loss of key information. Since these methods are not able to gain knowledge and update rules over time, it is easily lead to information loss [5] , [6] . Although these systems employ associated-type or adaptive-type intelligent algorithms to alleviate this problem, it is still very challenging to use a set of rules to illustrate the decision mechanism. Especially for multisource, multimodal medical and healthcare data, those methods usually ignore the integration, reasoning and interactive decision support.
There are many computer-aided diagnosis and treatment expert systems for multimodal data proposed in academia. They usually employ a multinetwork link or network reconstruction based on a deep neural network with feature coupling, to achieve intelligent auxiliary diagnosis decisionmaking in complex in-hospital scenes. The authors in [7] proposed a panoramic medical decision-making method which is capable of multimodal cross-border integration has achieved high effectiveness in cross-modal fusion reasoning. Figure 1 shows a global heatmap for research on data-driven smart healthcare system, which mainly concentrated in America and Europe [8] .
In December 2016, the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), a flagship medical journal, published an paper on an artificial intelligence model developed by a Google team to screen for diabetic retinopathy based on multimodal information such as Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) image information and medical reports [9] . In June 2018, Zolbanin and Delen proposed a medical record-based readmission risk analysis model which comprehensively considers different electronic medical record data including history of heart failure, from multiple time periods. This model has significantly improved the performance of readmission analysis [10] . In January 2017 and February 2018, Nature and Cell journals introduced intelligent auxiliary diagnosis methods for skin diseases, blinding retinal diseases, and child pneumonia developed by Stanford University and Guangzhou Medical University [11] , [12] . Unlike traditional rule-based expert systems, multimodal smart healthcare systems implement new methodologies for information perception, integration, reasoning, and decision making through data-driven approaches. However, they are still facing many challenges. According to [13] , the capability of healthcare big data is defined as the ability to collect, store, process and analyze a significant amount of health data in various forms, and generate meaningful information for users that allow them to facilitate clinical diagnosis and treatment to discover business values and insights in a timely fashion. In particular, to deal with healthcare big data, issues like the characteristics of granularity scaling, cross-border association, and global perspective need to be solved.
In general, multimodal data-driven smart healthcare decision-making research can be classified into three categories. The first category includes studies that provide accurate diagnostic guides or diagnosis and treatment services to target patients. These approaches can effectively integrate multisource out-of-hospital data (such as data from the government, community, and the Internet) with in-hospital data to break the hospital data barriers [10] , [14] . The second category includes studies that implement joint decisionmaking by integrating data within and outside a department and data from other medical institutions within a medical association to enhance the decision-making for diagnosis and treatment. The third category includes studies that investigate panoramic cross-border data fusion mechanisms based on semantic associations and support effective intelligent decision-making through reliability estimation and dynamic adaptive adjustment of data sources [15] , [16] . These approaches are proposed to mainly deal with the inconsistency among demands or situations requiring smart healthcare services as there are differences in medical and healthcare service contents, preferences, and resources in real-world practice. The amount of research works related to multimodal data-driven smart healthcare systems has shown an increasing trend in recent years. Multimodal data-driven smart healthcare decision-making research first began to appear at workshops and conferences, followed by publications in journals. We list the number of papers in the Web of Science from January 2013 to September 2018 according to these three categories, and we can see that the number of papers has grown rapidly in recent years as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Open, dynamic and scalable smart decision-making methods are indispensable in smart healthcare applications. The data mining performance, data fusion efficiency and ease of interactive decision-making are directly affecting the effectiveness of smart healthcare applications in specific situations such as consultation triage, diagnosis, and treatment. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey of existing techniques, including state-of-the-art techniques and the latest trends in the field. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the first category of approaches on smart healthcare-oriented semantic perception, semantic alignment, and entity association mining, as well as the pros and cons of these approaches. Section 3 reviews the second category of approaches on multimodal data fusion and cross-border association for developing smart healthcare systems. Section 4 reviews the third category of approaches for panoramic decision framework and intelligent decision support in smart healthcare systems. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work and discusses some further research directions.
II. MULTIMODAL SEMANTIC PERCEPTION AND ENTITY ASSOCIATION MINING
With the general trends of informationization, intelligentization, and mobilization in medicine and healthcare, the amount of multimodal medical and healthcare data generated by hospitals, health screening institutions, health management departments, and Internet platforms is rapidly growing. These data mainly include high-precision multimodal medical data, personalized real-time health precision data, and large sample diversified social network data. Making full use of these cross-border associations of multimodal medical data can help in the development of more efficient and accurate medical services. There are major differences among different sources of medical data due to the diverse generation and collection methods. For example, text-based data generated by the Internet outside hospitals are highly abstract and discrete, and PACS image data within hospitals have natural random continuity. How to realize semantic perception and correlation mining of multimodal data is the key for supporting knowledge fusion and panoramic decision-making.
The acquisition of healthcare big data is defined as the collection and retrieval of unlimited raw data, which can be structured, semistructured, or unstructured, from several sources using computational techniques [8] . In general, healthcare big data can be collected from the following four sources: clinical information systems, personal mobile or wearable healthcare devices, Internet Of Things (IoTs) and open medical data [17] .
Data collection from information system is analogous to retrieving data from a centralized data warehouse containing all the information about the activities of an organization, such as Electronic Health Records (EHRs), medical imaging data, genetic data and prescription notes. When using personal mobile or wearable healthcare devices such as smartphones, tablets or personal computers, a considerable amount of mobile data can be generated from the healthcare sensors or installed applications. Another data collection method is through open data, containing a large amount of extractable data obtained from web pages, on-line forums, journal articles and so on.
The data collection methods utilizing the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) technologies is thriving, which incorporates various interconnected devices with embedded sensors to provide stream and updated data controlled across the network. IoT-enabled data collection methods have played an important role in the next-generation healthcare industry for quality care.
Personally collected data using IoT technologies potentially captures the personal perspectives on therapies compliance and tolerability, patient's conditions and symptoms, and lifestyles. These new types of data, directly collected by patients in their ecologic environment, can help provide a more realistic view on the target of the clinical investigation that can be synthesized into more accurate medical advices. A personal health system based on IoT was proposed in [18] to integrate patient-generated and personally collected health data into the clinical research data workflow, using a standards-based architecture that ensures the fulfillment of the major requirements for digital data in clinical studies. Zhang et al. [19] proposed an architecture of mobile healthcare networks featuring privacy-preserving data collection and secure transmission. The privacy-preserving data collection was implemented by using cryptography with secret and private keys, while the secure transmission was realized using attribute-based encryption.
A real-time online assessment and mobility monitoring IoT framework based on a smartwatch was presented in [20] . An infrastructure was designed for sensor and user reported data collection, transmission, visualization, and analysis for the framework. A portable ECG monitoring device was proposed by Lee et al. [21] , which collects ECG signals by connecting the measuring module to a patch with a minimized electrode array using a snap button. A healthcare industrial IoT-enabled monitoring framework was proposed in [22] , where ECG and other healthcare data are collected by mobile devices and sensors and securely sent to the cloud for seamless access by healthcare professionals. In our prior work [23] , we proposed a smart electronic gastroscope system based on a cloud-edge collaborative framework. In this system, edge computing platforms and cloud platforms work collaboratively to achieve real-time lesion localization and fine-grained disease classification of gastroscopic videos.
Although data fusion inside and outside a hospital or a department can generate smart healthcare innovations, its characteristics such as multimodality, timeliness, and quality consistency, also pose challenges to knowledge discovery and reasoning. To cope with these challenges, scholars have focused on three research topics, viz. multimodal entity semantic perception, multimodal entity semantic alignment, and multimodal entity association mining, and some representative works are shown in Table 1 .
A. MULTIMODAL ENTITY SEMANTIC PERCEPTION
To integrate medical images and textual information to narrow the semantic gap among massive medical data, an extended probabilistic latent semantic analysis model was proposed and a new multimodal medical image retrieval method was implemented [24] . Hui and Meng [26] employed a multimodal and lexical terminology to form a query-term matrix that was factorized by singular value decomposition to conduct latent semantic analysis of the speech and gesture information entered by users. In addition to the methods based on probability models, machine learning methods have been used in clinical practice. Pereira et al. [25] employed a deep cascaded neural network to conduct semantic analysis on magnetic resonance imaging data to achieve automatic segmentation of glioma. Despotovic et al. [27] systematically compared the results of seven different machine learning algorithms for speech input semantic analysis and revealed that the Markov logic network and conditional random field test fields were superior to other machine learning methods in speech and semantic analysis. In our prior work [34] , we proposed an approach for diabetic complication prediction based on a similarity-enhanced latent Dirichlet allocation (seLDA) model. We estimate the similarity between textual medical records and perform seLDA-based diabetic complication topic mining based on similarity constraints.
In clinical practice, deep semantic association mining which relies on text-based medical record data and medical images is a common type of intelligent decision-making problem.An effective method at this stage is build a semantic perception and association mining framework that constructs a clinical semantic text data dictionary of medical entities extracted from text-based data (such as electronic medical records and clinical diagnosis and treatment data) using statistical analysis and a hidden Markov model based on medical dictionaries such as the ICD10 [35] . After preprocessing with a classifier, the medical imaging data from an image dictionary via fine-grained semantic segmentation. A multisource heterogeneous fusion feature-based entity association mining model is constructed by introducing interpretable deep learning.
B. MULTIMODAL ENTITY SEMANTIC ALIGNMENT
A medical knowledge base is an important resource for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as processing electronic health records and hospital records. However, the coverage of a single medical knowledge base is limited and the heterogeneity of different knowledge bases is high. Researchers have attempted to address the challenge of medical and healthcare semantic alignment by providing an organized solution to acquire knowledge of project management and to use and lay the foundation for collaborative sharing and knowledge acquisition among clinicians [28] . When the system was deployed in a clinical setting, precise information exchange between medical records and the decision support system is crucial. Thus, the authors developed a health Cyber Physical System (CPS) in which distributed storage and parallel computing are achieved by implementing a unified standard data acquisition layer. It was demonstrated that multimodality-based cloud computing can improve the performance of a healthcare system [29] . To further realize semantic alignment, a modular coordinated transformation method that retrieves data from an electronic health record system was used to achieve feature extraction and semantic alignment of descriptive statistics [30] . Some scholars noted that the sharing of electronic health records systems may cause information overload for healthcare providers. To address such an issue, cross-modality, cross-granularity data integration and semantic alignment were achieved by rule-based three-dimensional measurements [42] .
C. MULTIMODAL ENTITY ASSOCIATION MINING
Data mining methods such as clustering and association mining have become important research tools for various types of institutions such as information and medical institutions [43] , [44] . The essence is to discover unknown patterns and trends in multimodal data [45] . Figure 3 shows the main methods in multimodal entity association mining which typically use two different models to obtain the result. The association mining method was applied in associating clinical aspects of colorectal cancer with genomic data, and significant improvement has been achieved [31] . Additionally, fuzzy association rules have been applied to construct a prediction model for the prediction and classification of malaria. Machine learning has also been successfully applied in the clinic. Kavakiotis et al. [33] applied machine learning and data mining methods to extract data and discover useful information for people with diabetes. Lin et al. employed a pattern clustering algorithm to design a text-based exploratory pattern analyzer which combines semantically independent NLP, regular expression induction, and statistical association testing. The analyzer can identify the conservative text mode associated with outcome variables with clinical significance which promotes the medical application of textual information [46] . Some scholars have attempted to apply entity recognition and semantic distribution methods to association rule mining in risk factor analyses of diseases, such as prostate cancer and breast cancer [47] .
To improve the effectiveness of smart healthcare systems in data fusion and intelligent decision-making, studies that address the following two aspects are needed. First, regarding the semantic perception of multisource medical data, a crosstime-space, cross-modality and cross-granularity semantic perception mechanism and a coupled model and framework of multimodal associated data streams needs to be established to investigate the description and feature extraction methods for associated data streams and to construct a mapping framework and semantic perception model for multisource heterogeneous medical data. Second, regarding multimodal medical data association mining, an entity association mining method with integrated semantic features for the medical and healthcare fields needs to be developed to establish a smart healthcare decision-making-oriented multisource multimodal data coupling framework and to construct multimodal data entity alignment and mining models and intelligent algorithms.
III. MULTIMODAL DATA FUSION AND CROSS-BORDER KNOWLEDGE FUSION
Research on management and decision-making in the context of smart healthcare will strengthen the coordinated implementation of national health management systems by various social institutions, such as those focused on public health, medical services, health management, and medical insurance. These studies will also promote intelligent decision-making support throughout the whole healthcare process, including consultation, triage, diagnosis, and treatment for different target groups. Clinical applications include care for patients with chronic diseases, maternal and childcare, and mental healthcare using knowledge retrieval, fusion, storage and panoramic analysis and processing of multimodal data.
Multisource, multimodal medical data belong to a type of massive, rapidly-growing, and diverse information asset. Medical data can be used for decision-making, insight, and process optimization in the context of smart healthcare. Ensuring the reliability of medical data is a precondition for multimodal data-driven smart healthcare decision-making. Data reliability is defined in [57] as the production of the same analytical results on repetitive processes of data collection, processing, storing and display of information. As a measure of stability, data reliability is assessed based on comparison of indicators such as rates and prevalence, and it requires consistent denominator data.
Data reliability is crucial to the credibility of healthcare decision support systems. However, at an operational level, due to the limitation of human resource, medical facilities, and more importantly, proper data collection and preprocessing methodology, it is exceptionally difficult to maintain reliability. Therefore, ensuring or improving data reliability remains an often-cited challenge to the implementation and use of big data methods in health.
Depending on the origin and modal of the data, the sources of healthcare big data can be classified into the following four categories: (1) in-hospital medical data that are collected using various hospital information systems, (2) outof-hospital medical data that are acquired and maintained by government, community and a variety of non-hospital healthcare facilities, (3) personal healthcare data that are gathered by wearable devices, body sensor networks, IoT systems and ambient-assisted living systems comprising Internet of Health Things (IoHT), and (4) open healthcare data that can be extracted from, for instance, web sites, on-line forums, and journal articles. [58] .
Multimodal data fusion for medical data analysis can improve the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the clinical decision support system. Knowledge can be structured through data crossover fusion using a knowledge graph which is also a vital tool for knowledge reasoning. To satisfy the decision-making needs of multisource, multimodal data intermediation, numerous fruitful investigations on multimode data fusion and cross-border knowledge integration with respect to reliability forecasting, multisource intermediation and knowledge reasoning have been conducted. An overview of representative works is summarized in Table 2 .
Deep learning and knowledge graph-based multimodal cross-border medical data fusion has attracted substantial attention from investigators. However, the application of multimodal fusion technology in the field of intelligent auxiliary diagnosis has not addressed the correlation among multimodal data when the decision targets are consistent and has rarely addressed the reliability estimation and dynamic adaptive adjustment method for medical and healthcare big data. Moreover, various aspects, such as the removal and screening of redundant features, have been disregarded. Regarding knowledge graph-based entity mapping, entity similarity estimation, knowledge-based fusion and knowledge storage, their applications in the medical and healthcare field have not led to the formation of a complete system.
To develop a data fusion and knowledge fusion method and a smart healthcare application system, the following tasks should be performed: (1) with respect to reliability, comprehensively consider the characteristics of dominant and recessive relationships among multimodal data in the smart healthcare context to investigate the reliability prediction and credibility evaluation methods for multisource heterogeneous medical and healthcare data sources; (2) with respect to multimodal data fusion, establish a semantic associationoriented multimodal data cross-border polymerization, fusion and evolution mechanism in the smart healthcare context to investigate multimodal deep learning algorithms for integral dynamic sequence and deep convolution characteristics; and (3) with respect to the cross-border fusion method, establish an integrated learning framework-based medical and healthcare entity similarity estimation model, design entity mapping and knowledge classification algorithms for medical and healthcare big data, and investigate a knowledge graphbased semantic layer fusion and storage method for medical and healthcare big data.
Multisource, multimodal data fusion and knowledge integration for assisting clinical decision-making are prerequisites for panoramic intelligent decision-making. As the available data become more complex and diverse, the decision-making process also needs to consider multiple factors and it is also a question in the current intelligent healthcare system that urgently requires further study [66] . Figure 4 presents a typical framework that integrates data fusion and knowledge integration. The framework performs a word vector feature extraction for multisource text data using a generative Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to embedding the text feature. Meanwhile, a multimodal discriminant model is constructed in combination with a multicolumn convolutional neural network that registers coded deep convolution features. Afterwards, the framework performs modeling on the mapping between inputs and outputs, and adjusts the parameters using the minimum regularization method to construct a panoramic analysis and processing mechanism for multimodal data. Thus, the fusion of multisource data is realized based on the interconnection.
A. RELIABILITY PREDICTION OF MEDICAL DATA
Reliability assessments of big data in the medical and healthcare fields have practical significance for meeting the need for precise medical treatment and the ability to identify the risk involved in decision-making in advance. The reliability of a smart healthcare decision support system is strongly related to data reliability [67] .
Due to the enormous diversity of sources, corresponding approaches are required to improve the data reliability when processing healthcare big data acquired from different sources. For in-hospital medical data, due to historical reason, large amount of medical data is manually fed electronic health records, which are inevitably prone to errors and bias. For instance, a missing in an Electronic Health Record (EHR) does not necessarily indicate the absence of the event. Moreover, systematic bias cannot be simply removed by using regularized systems.
In fact, medical data normally include noisy information and missing data. Therefore, data preparation, typically consisting of data cleaning and data filtering, is pivotal for enhancing reliability of data mining techniques [8] , [68] , [69] . Data filtering is often realized by removing data entries that are valueless or erroneous for healthcare monitoring based on a priori or a defined criterion. Data cleaning is comprised of procedures such as normalization, noise reduction, and missing data management. Noise treatment is essential during data cleaning since many types of medical big data contain large amount of noise. For instance, data sparsity in electronic medical records finds its origin in irregular collection of parameters over time. Also, many processing techniques have been applied in order to reduce noise in the area of biomedical image processing. Data preparation is more challenging when dealing with out-of-hospital healthcare big data due to its huge volume and informal content.
However, for medical artificial intelligence-assisted decision-making systems, due to the limited amount of reliability data, it is difficult to evaluate whether the results are corresponding to actual levels. [70] . A Bayesian analysis framework was used to analyze the differences between the clinical data and disease perception so as to find associations between Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) and immunemediated diseases [48] . Peng et al. [49] applied a Bayesian method for system reliability assessment and multilevel heterogeneous dataset prediction, which offered a natural way to incorporate into system operation and management decisionmaking procedures. Meeker and Hong [71] reviewed some applications using field reliability data and explored the opportunities to employ more robust statistical methods provided by modern reliability data research to run and predict field system performance. They also provided some application examples of these new technologies. A combination of data mining methods with tools of reliability analysis is proposed to investigate importance of individual database attributes [72] . Methods for inferring the distribution of effect magnitude, cost-effectiveness, and the benefit of alternative scheme-based methods have also been proposed in medical data reliability prediction, such methods provide a new way for data reliability verification and have achieved satisfactory outcomes in practical applications [50] , [73] .
For enhancing the reliability of personal healthcare data that are collected using wearable devices, body sensor networks, IoT or IoHT, more focus is required on aspects such as stability and accuracy of the sensing hardware, the communication and monitoring protocol and infrastructure, faulttolerant algorithm, and validation model [58] , [74] . For personally-generated healthcare data, the personal medical devices that cannot be correctly synchronized or maintained, the low patient's medical literacy, and the lack of clinical supervision may lead to serious degradation on accuracy and reliability [18] .
A rule based lifelogging physical activity validation model, LPAV-IoT, was proposed for effectively eliminating irregular uncertainties and estimating physical activity data reliability in IoT enabled personalized healthcare systems [74] . Zdravevski et al. [75] proposed a generic feature engineering approach for selecting robust features from a variety of sensors, which can be used for delivering reliable classification models while reducing the cost of ambient assisted living systems. A novel trust-based decision making protocol was proposed in [76] that considers risk classification, reliability trust, and loss of health probability as three design dimensions for decision making, resulting in a protocol suitable for decision making in health IoT systems. A reliable oneM2M-based
IoT system for Personal Healthcare Devices (PHDs) was proposed, as well as a fault-tolerant algorithm for a reliable IoT system [77] . In [78] , an innovative end-to-end approach was proposed for gathering, anonymizing, and cleaning medical data, making it interoperable, and finally storing it through 5G network technologies, with the target for delivering results of high-reliability and efficiency. In our prior work [79] , we designed a storage scheme to manage personal medical data based on blockchain and cloud storage. Furthermore, a service framework for sharing medical records was proposed.
B. MULTISOURCE MEDICAL DATA FUSION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is widely used to encompass a spectrum of learning, including but not limited to Machine Learning (ML), representation learning, deep learning, and natural language processing [80] , [81] . AI technologies can facilitate a wide array of medical activities, such as aiding in diagnosis generation and therapy selection, making risk predictions and stratifying disease, reducing medical errors, and improving productivity. Regardless of the specific techniques, the general aim of these technologies in medicine is to use computer algorithms to mine valuable information from data and improve clinical decision-making.
Data classification is one of the most popular tools in data mining for understanding relationship among various conditions and features of different objects. Typical classification techniques include K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Network (NN), and Ensemble (EM). Classification methods are capable of identifying a new instance belonging to which particular part of categories (sub-populations), based on a training set of data containing instances whose category membership is known in advance [82] .
More recently, Deep Learning (DL) techniques are emerging, which evolves from traditional neural networks in the branch of machine learning techniques. DL techniques are based on the concept of neuron processors and the essential architecture of multiple processing layers for transferring non-linear relationships through responses of each layer. DL techniques excel in majority of areas, such as speech and image recognition, natural language processing, biomedical research with strengths in high-level abstractions of features for a large amount of raw data, distributed and parallel computing, sophisticated learning mechanism without excessive manual interventions [82] .
From technical point of view, ML is the core technique of data mining. Due to the close relationship between traditional ML and DL, it is natural to make the comparison of ML and DL from multiple aspects. First, ML differs from DL in the scale of data volume. Compared with traditional ML, DL requires a larger volume of data to extract sufficient knowledge and obtain better insights perfectly. Another difference between those two learning strategies is the requirement for computing resources. ML requires comparatively low hardware configuration on target platforms, while DL heavily FIGURE 5. Multisource medical data fusion can generally be divided into three categories: early fusion, medium-term fusion and late fusion. Early fusion methods are mainly divided into concatenation [59] , [60] and back-projection [61] . The methods of intermediate fusion include probability map models [62] and concatenation [63] . The methods of late fusion focus on score based [64] and rank based [65] models.
relies on high performance computing devices, especially GPUs, for accelerating DL algorithms. Comparatively, more high-level features are extracted from bottom up representation of original data using DL. DL automatically extracts the features for classification tasks, serving as an adaptive feature extractor for ubiquitous problem solving, which is a significant improvement over traditional ML.
However, DL is generally inferior to ML in terms of interpretability. Models generated by ML algorithms, such as decision tree, rule based reasoning and logistic regression, are of many types but they are relatively simple and interpretable. For DL, only several commonly used algorithms and network architectures exist, but most of them are too complicated to get a comprehensive understanding [80] , [82] .
Medical and healthcare big data present a multimodal form, and there are various types of unstructured data that manifest the characteristics of complexity, functional diversity, varying forms and redundant information [83] . Traditional machine learning methods cannot directly utilize these multimodal unstructured data. Therefore, some researchers have attempted to implement multimodal data fusion using deep learning techniques [84] , [85] . The main research procedure, which contains early fusion, medium-term fusion and late fusion, is shown in Figure 5 . Zheng et al. [51] proposed the DocDDE-based supervision extension mechanism SupDocNADE to enhance the discriminability of hidden theme features and discussed how to apply this mechanism to achieve a united presentation of image visual words, interpretation words, and tag-like information while providing an effective deep model training method. To obtain better results in practical applications, most researchers have adopted a framework-based approach. Bhatnagar et al. [52] proposed a novel spatially registered multimodal medical image fusion framework that employs a non-undersampled contourlet transformation to decompose source medical images into low-frequency bands and high-frequency bands in the nonsubsampled contourlet transformation domain. To diagnose Alzheimer's disease, Liu et al. [53] designed a new diagnostic framework with deep learning architecture that adopts a zeromasking strategy to implement data fusion to enable the extraction of supplemental information from data acquired by various modalities. During the identification process of surgical, diagnostic, and treatment procedures based on multimodal data such as images, texts, and videos, this framework can effectively reduce manual intervention in the supervision of task implementation. Some researchers have proposed a wearable device-based parallel fusion framework with supervision depth which improved the processing capability for multimodal data [86] . The data processing method based on multimodal fusion has high flexibility. This kind of method can take advantage of the performance of traditional data processing methods, respond to dynamic data and reduce the load of data calculation by combining different fusion methods. However, it requires significant efforts to find the right way to fuse data.
C. MEDICAL DATA-DRIVEN KNOWLEDGE REASONING
Research on knowledge-based fusion began with ''ontology matching'', in which the semantic similarity of ontology categories is matched in the initial stage [87] . Suchanek et al. [54] proposed the probability-based knowledge fusion framework for probabilistic alignment of relations, instances, and schema (PARIS). This framework employs two knowledge bases as input to achieve efficient and simultaneous alignment of cross-ontology categories, instances, attributes and relationships. Dong et al. [55] proposed to extract facts from the entire network in the form of disambiguated triples and employed Probability Risk Assessment (PRA) and a neural network model to establish a knowledge fusion method that integrates prior knowledge acquired from Freebase graphs. This method can enable the probabilistic knowledge base to automatically construct a network and significantly improve the computational efficiency. When constructing a knowledge base, differences in the needs and design concepts may increase the complexity and heterogeneity of the data in the knowledge base [56] . Existing medical knowledge bases are constructed by focusing on a single department or a single type of disease. Therefore, investigating a fusion strategy for different medical knowledge bases is necessary to drive the evolution of the existing knowledge graphs using knowledge that has not been uncovered [88] - [90] . Currently, human intervention is required for medical and healthcare knowledge graph fusion. Therefore, further studies on intelligent and efficient knowledge fusion algorithms are needed.
IV. PANORAMIC INTERACTIVE DECISION-MAKING AND INTELLIGENT DECISION-MAKING SYSTEM
In practical smart healthcare applications, reliance on existing departmental, regional, and industrial information systems is often necessary to integrate the massive amount of fragmented medical and healthcare data inside and outside the hospital. It is crucial to implement differentiated and complex decision-making tasks for specific patient groups via diversified combination methods such as resource integration, model fusion, and unified modeling. In recent years, with the rapid development of information technology such as cloud computing and artificial intelligence, numerous novel decision-making methods have been developed that consider timeliness, interactivity and adaptive evolution.
Thus, intelligent decision-making systems have been extensively explored. To cope with the challenges of increasingly complex and varied panoramic interactive decision-making scenarios, intelligent decision-making systems have been extensively investigated from expert experience systems to multimodal data-driven smart healthcare systems. We summarized the related papers in Table 3 .
A. MEDICAL DECISION-MAKING PROCESS AND EVOLUTION MECHANISM
Medical decision-making involves making clinical decisions that focus on diagnosis and treatment and refers to a doctor's preferred behavior when considering a patient's conditions in daily medical practice, which is a process to maximize the avoidance of clinical mistakes. Modern computing platforms provide support for big data processing [108] . The big datadriven paradigm has prompted a large shift in traditional clinical auxiliary decision-making methods. Most medical decision-making methods are based on a patient's health status, age, gender, previous medication dose, and other relevant information [91] . The discovery engine (DE) was developed to study patient characteristics-based design of auxiliary diagnosis and treatment schemes [92] . Zeigler [109] explored the use of Modeling and Simulation (M&S) technology to improve the service efficiency of medical infrastructure and constructed a logical system architecture for medical decision support systems that improves medical efficiency and risk management. Researchers later discovered that Doctors can measure and even enhance the quality of medical decisions by making comparisons with other medical institutions or specific patient groups via pooling multisource and multimodal patient information [93] . In addition, the evolution of actual medical decision-making can be significantly improved by a three-step integrated decision-making framework-based comprehensive modeling to improve coordination and decision support [94] . [11] , macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy classification [12] , prostate cancer detection [101] , MRI brain feature extraction [102] , mitosis detection in breast cancer [103] , indentification of fetal standard scan planes [104] , polyp detection [105] , evaluating capsule endoscopy videos [106] , and thoracolumbar fractures detection [107] .
B. INTELLIGENT CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
In the big data-driven clinical decision-making process, solutions to the problems of the knowledge reasoning mechanism, the classification of multimodal data in big data fusion, and the development of a parallel reasoning method for multiexpert shared block data, have become a research priority in the field of data-driven medical and healthcare decision support. In particular, the methods represented by deep learning have achieved remarkable clinical results [110] , [111] . Some key contributions are highlighted in Figure 6 . Paul et al. [95] proposed the use of Social Network Analysis (SNA) to perform fusion in multimodal biometric systems and solve the intelligent identification problem in situations with sparse high-quality data. By combining discrete event simulation, multi-objective optimization, and budget allocation simulation, Song et al. [96] developed a method for predicting the patient flow distribution that is applicable to multilevel healthcare systems. Based on big data in a cloud environment, Jindal et al. [97] proposed a classifier for the formation and retrieval of initial clusters and the processing of fuzzy rules that are intended for effective decisionmaking in healthcare programs. Habib et al. [98] investigated the biosensor data management framework and focused on resolving data integrity issues in multimodal medical data integration. Liu et al. [99] proposed a new clinical decision support system centered on protecting the privacy of patients to help clinicians diagnose disease risks without hindering patient privacy. Piri et al. [100] incorporated a fundamental change in the traditional decision-making method and proposed a clinical decision support system for predicting diabetic retinopathy, by which a variety of retinopathy-related diseases were predicted via combination modeling and the poor compliance issue of retinopathy screening was solved. Regarding to the environmental dynamics of a panoramic intelligent decision system and the continuous interaction of a computing system, related studies on mobile computing and clinical data generation rules have also been conducted [112] , [113] .
V. CHALLENGES AND OPEN ISSUES A. OVERVIEW
From the 114 papers reviewed in this survey, it is evident that significant progress has been made in multimodal semantic perception, multimodal entity semantic alignment, and heterogeneous association mining in the context of smart healthcare. However, for semantic label analysis of medical images, existing studies on semantic perception have primarily employed deep neural networks but overlooked the significant role of latent semantics in texts such as electronic medical records for clinical decision support. Therefore, it lacks multi-granularity semantic annotations on medical images, and fails to establish the semantic alignment between medical image-and text-oriented multimodal entities.
B. CHALLENGES IN INTERACTIVE AND INTELLIGENT HEALTHCARE DECISION-MAKING
Existing studies on the medical decision-making process and mechanism have primarily focused on specific scenarios or specific patient groups and have not systematically summarized or investigated panoramic interactive medical decision-making processes. The medical and healthcare big data-based intelligent decision-making method is in the preliminary stage, and knowledge reasoning and intelligent decision-making methods that integrate multisource and multimodal data, such as electronic medical records, medical images, community health archives, and third-party evaluation, need further study. These challenges hinder the ability of existing systems to interconnect and communicate with each other and render information flow aggregation and system interoperability unattainable, which hinders the crossborder integration and efficient decision-making of medical and healthcare resources.
Medical and healthcare big data-driven panoramic interactive decision-making in the smart healthcare context should focus on the following issues: (1) Intelligent decision-making tasks in the consultation, triage, diagnosis, and treatment of specific patient populations; their dynamic evolution mechanisms; and panoramic smart decision-making methods that couple out-of-hospital services with in-hospital diagnosis and treatment should be combined to develop a smart healthcare decision-making process model and a panoramic imaging method that consider time-sensitive, interactive and adaptive evolution characteristics. Multimodal combination modelingbased smart healthcare knowledge reasoning and dynamic decision-making methods should also be investigated.
(2) A cloud-side collaborative smart healthcare service architecture based on an intelligent engine and resource reflection interoperability interface could be used to develop basic acceleration engines, such as the cross-border entity association and knowledge fusion that satisfy the medical requirements of automated mass customization. Dedicated decision engines for consultation, triage, and auxiliary diagnosis and data-driven type intelligent decision support systems in smart healthcare situations can be used to obtain a medical and healthcare big data-driven intelligent decision-making system.
The implementation of panoramic interactive and intelligent healthcare decision-making needs the support of multiple information systems, such as hospital business system, regional health information platform, internet medical platform, etc. During the decision-making process, the data systems of medical institutions, health authorities and government systems also need to be capable of interoperation. By utilizing the architecture resource reflection method and mechanism of the client-driven software system, a panoramic interactive decision support system for intelligent medical applications can be designed based on the existing medical business system. To be specific, a panoramic interactive and intelligent decision-making system should contain multiple basic acceleration engines. For example, a association mining engine and multi-mode fusion engine can meet the large-scale needs of automation. And the decision support engine based on knowledge map or neural network can support the process of medical treatment, diagnosis and treatment. This design provides users with panoramic intelligent clinical decision support through hospital clinical data repository, operational data repository and cloud hospital.
C. CHALLENGES IN HEALTHCARE BIG DATA UTILIZATION
In order to fully exploit the value of healthcare big data characterized by large amount of volume with abundant diversity, including structured, semistructured and unstructured medical data, plenty of hurdles and barriers need to be overcome to improving the quality of clinical services, the accuracy and effect of medical diagnosis and treatment, the optimization of medical circuit. The aspects of challenges pertinent to healthcare big data utilization are discussed as follows.
The reliability of healthcare big data has to be guaranteed as it plays a decisive role in data collection phase for the overall success of applying data mining technologies. During data acquisition, reliable data sources with few errors and less noise need to be chosen to deliver consistent and complete medical datasets. For personal healthcare devices using IoT technologies, the accuracy and stability of sensors are critical for the quality of data, so are the devices used for data collection and communication [114] . Especially, the data transmission and aggregation are becoming more and more challenging for the reliability of personal healthcare big data.
The consistency and precision must be retained during decision making when processing dissimilar data in multiple modals. A majority of existing data processing tools have performance issues for multimodal healthcare big data with computational uncertainties, unconsistencies and complexities. In addition, real-time medical decision making, categorized into hard, firm and soft real-time [114] , is becoming more and more demanding in modern clinical practice as well as personal healthcare scenarios. The real-time capability relies on the rapid processing of huge volume of multimodal healthcare big data. Hence, higher scalability must be provided by big data processing technologies [68] . Furthermore, due to the growing size of healthcare data set, more challenges are imposed on the data storage mediums. Larger size of storage space and faster input/output speed are required for ensuring data availability and accessibility.
VI. CONCLUSION
A multimodal data-driven smart healthcare system is capable of achieving a shift in the decision-making model from in-hospital care business-oriented linear management to datacentered panoramic whole-process medical decision-making services via the interoperability or seamless series-parallel integration of cross-sectoral, cross-regional data resources and the acquisition and modeling of in-hospital multimodal diagnosis and treatment data and out-of-hospital data of a patient's symptoms, experience, social relations, and environment. Since the beginning of this century, a plethora of fruitful investigations of cross-border association mining, multimodal fusion, and panoramic intelligent decisionmaking have been conducted in the context of smart healthcare. In particular, numerous methods and application systems with clinical significance to the semantic association, knowledge fusion, panoramic decision-making, and intelligent decision support system of multimodal medical data have been developed.
With the extensive penetration of next-generation information technologies, the multimodal data-driven smart healthcare system is becoming an important technical carrier and driving force for the entire process of healthcare, including consultation, triage, diagnosis and treatment. The study of cross-border data fusion-based panoramic management decision-making should have a positive impact on the existing fragmented service delivery system of healthcare and senior care. Knowledge graph-, neural network-, and multimodal deep learning-based intelligent decision-making engines, such as semantic perception and knowledge reasoning, represent an important research direction in the fields of information, management, and medicine. The clinical performance of smart healthcare systems must be continually improved by further developing these theoretical algorithms and methods. More importantly, security and privacy protection issues must be emphasized in data utilization.
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